of desire-a desire only trivially libidinous (although, metaphorically, thoroughly so)-not a question of truth, but of reality. The aesthetic object is wholly and authentically.
Constellations form and evaporate, attractions arise and dissolveinstants resonant of their pasts and pregnant with their futures, each piece a universe, each instant a galaxy of suns and planetary systems (Wolpe).
4.
To the degree we are constrained, we are free. Ignorance of constraint is not absence of constraint. To the extent we are unaware of the constraints under which we work, we are bound by them. There is no power in this knowledge, only freedom.
5.
Our desires and their objectification: two things. We must not confuse our intents with our deeds. The constraints under which we work are hidden, while our intent seems clear. Intentions are our working metaphors, but hidden compulsion is the driving force of our productions.
6.
The Great Taboo of Kulture: We may not notice that the expressive is precisely the academic.
6.1.
Expression of self leads to obscurity, to private languagewhich is no language at all. Indeed, there is no more academic a composer than the resolutely expressive. The music of that composer is-must be-hidebound by convention and normative frames of reference. Its efficacy depends upon instantaneous recognition, upon a stereotypical musical code of affects.
6.2. The authentically self-expressive is-must be-gibberish to the other unless-until-that other takes it to heart, makes it their own.
Merely imagine Erwartung. Its apprehension requires less a theorist's code book than a leap of faith-and we cannot look before that leap for there is no signification save on the other side.
7.
The esthete is to art what the pornographer is to love (Kraus). This we know, yet we conspire to forget. "Wie echt falsches Haar!" we exclaim (without Schonberg's irony), and Pulitzers rain down like balloons at a fat cats' convention.
But one composer's ground is another's gimmick: one's Ursatz more Ersatz to the other. Taste, we conclude fashionably, is beyond dispute. Beyond dispute? Perhaps, but at a cost.
8.
If we do not at first achieve taste we will at last contract it-like some social disease, from unwashed coffee cups or public lavatories. 
16.
In sum, String Quartet VI embodies itself-nothing more nor less. From the second violin's spare opening registral identities arise and then (with each successive iteration) resound. There is still noise in the channel, so we scan the texture inventing identities that lead to near-identities and then across boundaries between identities of one time and kind to those of another. We are led on to fresh models of identity, but also back to repeated experience-complex identities tied in some fashion to rudimentary identities previously experienced and now recalled.
BUT WHERE TO Go FROM HERE?
We begin again-this time from the beginning.
17.
Citizens, artists, composers! 17.1. We sit at our banquet table as the naked emperor moves flatulently among us. We conspire ignorance. We attribute the stench to our fetid fantasies, the corpulent presence to our barren bodies. One among us rises and cries out. He is insane, clearly. There is no one here but us. We turn him a blind eye, a deaf ear; and to the emperor, our bare bums. There is no emperor among us (-and if there is, surely he wears sharkskin and musk). Thus do we make inmates of our keepers, madmen of our seers, mutes of our minstrels.
17.2. That a whole sentence can come from half a man I cannot believe (Kraus). Yet the biographer plots against this disbelief.
The emperor squats obscenely upon each page as if the subject alone were blind to his presence. Thus, pathetically, we hope to reclaim our sanity, our humanity, our authenticity.
17.3. I shall tell you an untruth, and that untruth shall make you free (Cabell). 
The naked emperor is

18.
Art is the objectification of desire, and wholeness is the object of that desire, and the works of Richard Swift are wholly and authenticallymore real than the cold chicken on our paper plates, more real than the naked emperor on the dais. They are wholly, yet are wholly created.
And not by half a man.
Dick-
If they throw stones upon the roof While you practice arpeggios, It is because they carry down the stairs A body in rags. Be seated at the piano.
-be seated at your piano.
